Characterization of the sleep disorder of anti-IgLON5 disease.
To characterize the sleep disorder of anti-IgLON5 disease. We reviewed 27 video-polysomnographies (V-PSG), 6 multiple sleep latency tests (MSLT), 2 videsomnoscopies with dexmedetomidine, and 10 actigraphies recorded during the disease course of five patients. Due to severe sleep architecture abnormalities, we used a novel modified sleep scoring system combining conventional stages with a descriptive approach in which two additional stages were identified: undifferentiated-NREM (UN-NREM) and poorly structured N2 (P-SN2) sleep that were characterized by abnormal motor activation and absence or sparse elements of conventional NREM sleep. Sleep-related vocalizations, movements, behaviors, and respiratory abnormalities were reported by bed-partners. In all patients, NREM sleep onset and sleep reentering after an awakening occurred as UN-NREM (median: 29.8% of total sleep time [TST]) and P-SN2 sleep (14.5% TST) associated with vocalizations and simple and quasi-purposeful movements. Sleep initiation was normalized in one patient with a high dose of steroids, but NREM sleep abnormalities reappeared in subsequent V-PSG. In all patients, if sleep continued uninterrupted, there was a progressive normalization with normal N2 (11.7% TST) and N3 (22.3% TST) sleep but stridor and obstructive apnea emerged. REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD) occurred in four patients. Sleep initiation was also altered in MSLT and dexmedetomidine-induced sleep. Actigraphy showed a 10-fold increase of nocturnal activity compared with controls. Sleep abnormalities remained stable during the disease. The sleep disorder of anti-IgLON5 disease presents as a complex sleep pattern characterized by abnormal sleep initiation with undifferentiated NREM sleep, RBD, periods of normal NREM sleep, stridor, and obstructive apnea.